BBF expands with 20 exclusive properties in Brussels.
Another extension is being added as a part of the expansion of the Brussels and Budapest based
serviced apartments provider. While finalising the 50 apartments at Westpark Residence
(Anderlecht/Brussels) for mid and long term rentals, BBF adds another 20 units to its portfolio
making it 1,625 units in Brussels.
Nestled in a prime location in the centre of the beating heart of Brussels, the stylish serviced
apartments at Michael’s Residence offer fulfilment for both professional and leisure needs.
They offer the ideal solution for temporary housing for the well-travelled business travelers and
expats. The apartments designed in a stylish loft-style are available in studio, one and twobedroom layout. The residence has its name from the statue of Saint Michael on top of the famous
town hall which can be seen from some apartments.
‘These new apartments will do nicely for the more demanding executive customer as they
represent the superior class of our range’, adds Joël Vanmellaert - Managing Director at BBF.
‘Located in the historic centre of the capital, this area sizzles with dining, shopping, cultural, arts
and entertainment pleasures such as the amazing site of la Grand Place. An ideal location for
people who want to get the most out of the vibrant Old City’
Recently ASAP visited Brussels to complete their second year quality assessment of BBF's
apartments, which resulted in the prolongation of their accreditation. The quality label ensures core
compliance with legal and health & safety requirements, good practice and a measurement and
comparison system for quality of services.
BBF has been welcoming expats from all over the world since 1992.
The apartment buildings are concentrated in the European area, around NATO headquarters and
in the city centre.
‘With Eurocrats, lobbyists and international business people always looking for suitable
accommodation for a longer stay temporary housing is quite successful in Brussels. We are
delighted to add this new addition to our already wide range of apartments’, says Bernard Kerkhof Marketing Manager. ‘This can only add to an even wider choice for our customers to whom
location, comfort and good services are a priority during their stay.’
Furthermore, getting around in the hexagon of Brussels centre is easy on foot with metro stations
and busses everywhere in walking distance.
While this smooth commuting makes this location even more attractive for expats,
a large underground parking makes life so easy for residents with a car.
BBF who’s one of two ASAP accredited Belgian providers stays keen on keeping expanding with
new properties in order to best accommodate the needs of their clientele.

More info at http://www.bbf.be/en/michaels-residence

